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Cien años de soledad: the Critique of Sophism and Pseudo-Science
William O. Deaver1
In brief, this study explores the philosophical underpinnings of García
Márquez’s 1967 novel and his ludic nature in dealing with critics who
fail to perceive the comic nature of the novel. In addition, I explain
the importance of toxic chemical and botanical substances used as
curatives in the novel which critics have accepted at face value
without considering that these remedies lead to sterility, birth defects,
and death. The quest for knowledge within the novel parodies critical
stances that unquestioningly accept what is read. [Article copies
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I first read One Hundred Years of Solitude in 1982 for an undergraduate
seminar that explored the philosophical novel. Later, I would read Cien
años de soledad many times in Spanish as well as scores of articles to
understand its philosophy, which Kay García broadly defines as, “. . .el
mensaje filosófico de la obra: que todo está escrito, no se puede escapar
del destino. La vida es una serie de repeticiones de lo ya hecho, de lo ya
escrito, con pequeñas diferencias significativas” (75). Few of the studies
that I have read seem to incorporate Socrates’s ideas into their analyses.
Of course some of them mention bits and pieces of Socrates’s dialogues
that are detailed in Plato’s works, but only as they are convenient to
manipulating text. Some are utterly absurd and lack a critical perspective
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